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"You never lose yourself
unless you let yourself
go. You never find
yourself unless you look"
IT'S A NEW WORLD

your body is in space. In other words, you have to be able to

Something is diﬀerent since last November. Everything is

plan it in your head, and follow through. It sounds simple

diﬀerent. It happened slowly & all at once so suddenly we

enough to do but

hardly noticed it was there. Until it was. And here we are.

harder than it has to be. It can sometimes make it

Lily is progressing in all areas that she has diﬀerences in.

impossible. But something has happened & Lily is having an

Speech has been a major accomplishment the past few

easier time following directions and speaking. And we are

months.

thankful for that.

Lily is speaking in sentences like never before,

asking questions & making inferences & answering
questions. She is following instructions which has not just
to do with receptive speech & auditory processing but also
motor planning & providing proprioceptive input of where

hear the question or command, be able to make sense of it,

Dyspraxia and Apraxia can make it

In addition to Lily's speech gains is her ability to maneuver
her body on play equipment & use her imagination to
attempt a new piece of playground equipment or something
that requires motor

planning.

never experienced it before. She has
learned how to

play. She knows

she can run up to anything now and
throw herself on it & climb on it
whatever it is.

If it has something

fun to be had about it she'll discover
it. And that's what kids do. Which
makes me proud.
Lily is not only improving in her play
physically but also mentally as well.
She is putting together more
with

ideas

pretend play throwing in bits

For more information
about Lily's autism service dog please visit
www.lilybirdsfreedom.com
Additionally, I will be posting details about our life with
a service dog at www.lilybirdspeaks.wordpress.com

She can figure out a toy when she's

Lily will be receiving her autism service dog
next month.

It has been decided that the

female candidate is the best pair for Lily. Her
name is Timber.

We will be traveling &

training up North where Timber is currently
being trained as she is at the end of her initial
training period soon.

Maggie is equally

excited about the newest addition to our
family and we are giving her the important
job of having her help caretake Timber &
make sure she & Lily are on the right track. It
will be overall teamwork which will help make
Lily's service dog the best example it can be
for her.

& pieces of made up stories which
she uses to translate what she is
doing (not unlike any other kid). She
narrates and might repeat herself to
learn the language of her
She

script.

imitates life in a structured

scenario made up by her own
imagination.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
We are mostly concerned with Speech,
Dyspraxia, Sensory Integration & basic
occupational therapy skills.

Although Lily

has come a long way since she first started
out with a diagnosis we have a long road
ahead of us.
Lily's

For a more in depth look at
skill

level

visit

lilybirdspeaks.wordpress.com and search
for Skill Updates, June 2015.

We created lilybirdsfreedom.com
originally to inform & educate our
friends & family about Lily's
condition and to ask for support for
our goal to obtain the funds needed
to have Lily receive an autism
service dog.

After some time I

decided to build a new site and link
it which would be a place to record
Lily's life with her new companion
service dog. Now we can follow her
progress
lilybirdspeaks.wordpress.com.

at

WE RE-VISITED THE
NEUROLOGIST
We revisited the neurologist this year for various
reasons but one of the most important was to relay
information passed on to us by her geneticist and
for a general overall look at her progress. A trip was
required also to re establish Lily's need for
occupational therapy services (in order for them to
continue) and so an oﬃce visit exam was due. You
can read more about why here: http://wp.me/
p5x8JQ-3g So we went.

Neurologist continued....
As the neurologist walked towards us she was pointing to
something on the paper & she said, "Do you see this?", still
with the same smile sitting on her lips. I looked at what she
was pointing at which were the lines that read the
description of Lily's gene variation. I replied, "yes" after
glancing down & then resuming eye contact with her. She
then said, "It means nothing." Silence. This of course, is
the exact opposite of what we have learned by my
daughters geneticist and goes against everything I've
learned since we discovered her variation.
more about the SLITRK4 gene here:

You can read

Slitrks as emerging

I was pleased when Lily's neurologist walked in the

candidates for neuropsychiatric diseases. it is an article

door & eager to hear what she thought of Lily's

written which is a summary of the SLITRK4 gene as being a

geneticists findings of her SLITRK4 variation. She

new candidate for emerging psychiatric disorders.

had the paperwork given to us with Lily's genome

after handing this article to my daughters geneticist she

test results in her hand as she walked through the

acted as though she had never even heard of the gene.

door smiling.

And that's because maybe she hadn't. Science is ever

Even

changing & it is taking too long for everyone to get on the
same page.

THERAPY APPROACHES

by

We are going to visit with Lily's geneticist soon &

her last visit

tell him what her neurologist has relayed to us. At

also.

our next visit we should learn more about what

oﬀered us a prescription for the latest psychiatric medicine &

the SLITRK4 gene does & how it might aﬀect or is

left with the same smile she came with. We went home.

aﬀecting Lily & her development now or in the

After reading about the medicine my child had been oﬀered it

future.

Aside from a geneticist we continue to

stay in touch with Lily's neurologist and keep an
open mind to her opinion of things because she is
the diagnosing physician. We will be looking into
homeopathic approaches to consider Lily's
attention deficits as we have also been informed
that Lily has ADHD and this was newly diagnosed

her

neurologist on
She

seemed the possible side eﬀects outweighed the possible
benefits so we opted out of meds. As I understand it ADHD
is another terminology used to describe the same problems
that are associated with sensory integration disorders. They
sound very much like the same thing although they can be
treated diﬀerently.

Sensory integration & processing

disorders can be treated by occupational therapists.

THERAPY CONTINUED

And this is all powerful in our day and age. Lily will continue

Lily sees an OT who is trained in sensory integration &

as we search for her primary education facility that will meet

uses this technique with Lily in session. It is thought that

her individual learning needs in the best way possible.

sensory integration is the key to understanding children

And while we are waiting to find this designated school for

with the Association Method in an out-patient therapy basis

& their individual diﬀerences. By integrating the senses
in a way that they work together seamlessly we foster
development in the areas that any child struggles with
neurotypical or otherwise. In this sense we are getting
to the root of the problem versus treating the
symptoms.

This is precisely what we are doing with

Lily. And it's working.

Lily I am starting the process of preparing for a
homeschooling experience prior to her school attendance. I
have chosen an online curriculum & will be supplementing
that with her speech therapy materials that she uses now as
well as other popular therapy methods aimed towards
apraxia treatment.

I will write an update on what we are

working on in those directions sometime soon.

You can read more about sensory integration here:

Lily will also be a part of other groups which will socialize her

Sensory Integration on Wikipedia

with children her own age as well as a diversity of diﬀerent

Other therapies Lily receives are specialized speech
therapy sessions that revolve around the Association
Method which teaches Lily to read, write, and speak
simultaneously.

With these visual representations of

sounds coupled with Lily's memorization skills she is
more easily able to recall the motor planning needed to
carry out words and sentences with her voice. Overall,
this method does not just teach speech in a voice but
more importantly communication in every form so that

kinds of people with diﬀerent abilities so she can experience
children with challenges such as herself also. The social and
emotional side of learning is just as important if not more
important as the educational and cognitive side of schooling.
Without a clear understanding of people & how they should
interact with the world we cannot regulate our emotions long
enough to make sense of the information our bodies are
taking in.

And we are right back to where we started.

Sensory integration.

the real world can be navigated even when a voice is
not available.

In other words, she can always type.

SUMMARY

her life skills & dyspraxia including ADHD caused by sensory

In short, Lily has grown considerably when it comes to the

would fit in. If it is to extinguish behaviors there are not any

level of skills she has acquired this year.

She is making

behaviors that are not a means of communication that Lily

improvements in all the areas I mentioned earlier & continues

uses to get her point across, so there will be no need to

to do so. Lily is attending therapy on a regular basis and

eliminate them. Behavior is communication.

receives one on one instruction by myself at home to carry

We don't need to change the behavior we need to pay

on the same techniques used in therapy. We have a home

attention to it. Understand it. Stop listening. Start thinking.

area set up specifically for vestibular needs and motor

How do we communicate without words? With behavior.

planning and we incorporate speech and learning into every

You say one thing & you do another. Actions speak louder

moment of our everyday lives.

Next week marks an

than words. What will you do? What will your actions be?

important date for us as Lily's speech school is having a

What will that say about you? What if that's all you could do

meeting with us to talk about her sessions to date. We are

to say what you needed to say because you couldn't say it

hoping for good reviews. It has been mentioned by her

but you could show it? What if I told you to Stop? Would

speech school that we should be considering the medical

you listen? Why would you? If all the world does is listen

side of things and we are interested in learning exactly what

then what does anyone feel? You certainly can't tell by

they mean by that in our next meeting. It has also been

looking because it's readily concealed. You've been taught to

recommended that Lily see a child psychologist by the same

conceal it.

school and it has been explained to me that seeing a child

emotions, but hide them.

psychologist does not mean you are going for bad behavior

saying "No, quiet hands"? It's not extinguishing behavior. It's

of the child.

extinguishing emotion.

integration problems, I'm not sure where a child psychologist

Being that Lily is in speech therapy which

covers her apraxia and OT which covers

All behavior.

We have learned to not only control our

wants to do that? Not me.

What are we suppressing by

Eliminating communication. Who

